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1. Introduction 

In the present discussion I am obviously much less convinced of the continuing validity of a strictly 

Linnæan model which in the very stability of its categories, its almost total dependence on the descriptive, its 

rigid hierarchisation of distinctive and characterising features, generates no discussion of the validity of 

concepts or, more pertinently from my point of view, of native speaker perceptemes, but seems over-

dedicated to a discussion of nomenclature and associated problems. In other words, do we call a particular 

rodent Arvicola or Microtus on the basis of a series of descriptive facts? Within a Linnæan framework this 

sort of consideration dominates others, such as the appropriateness of an advanced polythetic approach, to 

which I would prefer to dedicate my attention and research. I refer to developments of the polythetic already 

dealt with in the previous Venice meeting some years ago (see Ortalli, Sanga 2004). The ethnolinguist 

attempts in the case of rodents, with which I would like to begin my discussion, to sum a series of facts 

which may be descriptive, cultural, cultic (in the religious sense), even perceptive, use them to isolate 

prototypes, but claims that there is no intrinsic hierarchisation between features or even within feature 

generating models such as the above, except in St. Thomas’ sense of “hierarchia est relatio”. Intra-cluster 

relations between such traits may and do continuously change.  

As for rodents, we probably have a series of features such as [repulsiveness], [tininess], [physical 

morphology], [edible], [cultic relevance], [geographical distribution], [habitat], [intrinsic colouring], 

[climbing potential] etc., that conjointly define the folk perceptive, taxonomic and linguistic organisation of 

the members of such animal clusters. Within such organisation concepts such as ‘genus’ and ‘species’ have 

only marginal relevance, rather as in Aristotle’s original discussion where eiÅdoj = ge¢noj (see Atran 19963: 

29 ff., Trumper 2004A §1), or, say, much less relevance than ‘intermediates’ (see the fuller discussion on 

hawks). 

 

 

2. Rodents 

In discussing rodents the first example is perforce literary or at least semi-literary, it is that of Latin, 

which to be fixed in a useful manner for analytical discussion, though artificially, necessarily takes 

definitions and contexts useful for such from more ‘technical’ classical works, also, unfortunately, from 

works of a literary nature. One may schematise in a tree-diagram (FIG. 1) the apparent dependencies, which 

I do not, however, assume to be in any hierarchical order (see §0). Authors who use the terminology are: 



mūs agrestis: Cicero, Sest. 33, Pliny (NH 10. 65, 22. 45), Apuleius (Fragm. 8 De Re Rustica ‘mures 

agrestes’ referred to in Palladius), Palladius (mures agrestes, Opus Agriculturæ 1. 35, 9, Rodgers p. 381), 

Marcellus Empiricus’ generic mūs in 258. 18, 320. 28, 574. 26 seems, without modifier, to be referring to the 

same mūs agrestis [very possibly Apodemus, Microtus, Microtinus];  

mūs agrestis rubeus as a comment on Virgil’s ‘exiguus mus’: Servius 3. 1742, ad Georg. 1. 181 

[Muscardinus avellanarius];  

mūs arāneus: Pliny NH 8.73, 20. 23, 20. 24, 20. 49, 20. 84, 22. 65, 23. 27, 23. 63, 23. 64, 27. 28, 28. 

42, 29. 27, 29. 32, 30. 7, 30. 24, 30. 34, Pelargonius, Ars Veterinaria ch. 20 §279, 280 etc. (Fisher p. 49), 

Solinus’ mention of the solifuga who «animal perexiguum aranei forma» (4, 3: Mommsen 46, 14- 47, 3) 

seems to be referring to the same animal, Firmicus Maternus, Mathesis 8. 19. 9 («a mure araneo ... 

percussus»), Polemius Silvius, MGH 9. 1. 543, 11 (codices: mus eraneus), Isidore’ s “Mus araneum, cuius 

morsu aranea” in Origines 12. 3. 4 (quoting Solinus), Marcellus Empiricus 254. 23; 556. 8, with the same 

referent as in Polemius Silvius’ sōrex; mūs montānus (MGH 9. 1. 543, 11 codices: mus montanis), which is 

not a marmot [Sorex]; 

mūs ponticus: assuredly ‘stoat’ (ermine) in Pliny NH 8. 55, but ambiguous in NH 10. 73 (‘rat’ or 

‘stoat’); mūs terrestris: Pliny NH 10. 45, 31. 10 (Microtus ?); mūs cæcus: Chiron (Oder 166, 8: Talpa 

europæus);  

mūs silvestris: Seneca, Epist. 90, Ammianus Marcellinus, Res Gestæ 31. 2. 53 (Apodemus ?);  

mūs subterrāneus: Seneca, Naturales Quæstiones 3. 16 (Talpa or Microtus?).  

Nitēdula: hazelmouse in Cicero (Sest. 33); nitēla in Pliny NH 8. 82; Servius 3. 174 ad Georg. 1. 181 

(“nitela, mus agrestis robeus), nitella (‘golden-coloured’= Muscardinus avellanarius) in Martial 

(Epigrammata 5. 37), again nitēdula in Arnobius (Adversus Gentes 2. 47), as in later mediaeval glossaries up 

to 1100 (the endpoint is nitedula in Osborn’s Derivationes). 

The only author to attempt a classification is Pliny in his Naturalis Historia 8. 57
4
, and Columella 

seems to be differentiating mures and sorices as two distinct classes (Res rustica 12. 31, De arboribus 15), 

while claiming at the same time that mūs is some kind of intermediate above the generic level, since sōrex = 

mūs arāneus, so we have inclusion relations of the type mūs ⊂ [mūs + mūs silvestris + mūs arāneus + ......] + 

[sōrex ⊂ sōrex + sōrex silvestris ... ]. Relevant features seem to be [RODENT] as prototype, or something 

very similar, aided by [habitat] (montanus, subterraneus, terrestris, agrestis, ponticus), [intrinsic colour] 

(robeus/ rubeus, perhaps nitela), [morphology] (araneus), [cultic relevance] (sōrex
5
), [geographical 

distribution] (ponticus, probably montanus as ref. to the Alps). .Sōrex is evidently included in mūs, as stated. 

                                                 
1 Horace’s mūs rūsticus (Sermones 2. 5. 70) seems to indicate the same referent. 
2 «SÆPE EXIGVVS MVS nitela, mus agrestis robeus cuius Cicero meminit in Sestiana <33, 72>... ». 
3 À propos of the Huns: “Indumentis operiuntur linteis uel ex pellibus siluestrium murum consarcinatis”. 
4 “Multa sunt murium genera: domestici, agrestes, aranei, pontici, libici, marini ...”. 
5
 Given the known remote etymology of sōrex, IEW 1049 *swer- (murmur, whisper: animals that whisper during the night: Pokorny 

cites Latin sōrex, susurrāre, Greek uÀrÖac etc.), DELI 5. 1231’s conclusion that ‘sorcio’ < sōrĭce[m] is of pre-IE origin is rather 
fanciful, given the known Indo-European onomatopoeia and the connection with ancient folk belief, still present in Calabria, where 



Talpa is also included because veterinary writers define it as mūs caecus. Nitēla is connected by Latin writers 

with mūs agrestis (also mūs rūfus, which Cicero uses to explain the Rufus name), so in some sense there is 

also a mūs which includes the glīs groupings (see discussion on the relation between mūs and glīs in Pliny 

NH 8. 57). At the same time there is also a mūs longus with which Isidore (Origines 12. 3. 3-4) tries to 

define a type of mustēla, apart from the mūs ponticus that is Mustela erminea (see above) and the 

etymologies suggested from Varro on (ca. 100 BC). Although sōrex is defined as a morphologically distinct 

rodent from mūs (Varro, De re rustica 3.2.4, Columella Res rustica 12. 31, De arboribus 15), the fact that it 

can be specified as mūs arāneus is significant in itself. Later authors like Sammonicus (Liber Medicinalis 4. 

12) already interchange sōrex and mūs (artus captiui soricis etc.), heralding future developments
6
. Here 

[physical morphology], [cultic relevance] (the sōrex and the nightly twittering of past kin), [geographical 

distribution], [habitat] (agrestis, rusticus, silvestris, terrestris etc.), [intrinsic colour] (rubeus), [climbing 

potential] (nitēla), play a joint role in defining. It is interesting that [edible] seems a constant, since glīs [+ 

edible] is never called mūs, while nitēla [- edible] is included in the mūs super-category.  

 

      MŪS1  

 

                           MŪS2                                  GLĪS                                          MUSTĒLA 

 

 

MŪS3         SŌREX          TALPA               GLĪS       NITĒDULA/ NITĒLA 

 
mūs4       m. agrestis       m. araneus      m. montanus      m. ponticus      m. terrestris      m. caecus    m.m.silvestris      m. subterraneus 

 

m. agrestis              m. agrestis rubeus         
FIGURE 1. 

 

On the other hand, movement in time, from Sammonicus up to modern Romance, demonstrates a 

displacement between elements, not for some uninvestigable taboo7 which should have caused the 

                                                                                                                                                                  
crumbs are left out for departed kin (= shrews), who communicate with the living in their nocturnal whispering. See also Krappe 
1941: 136 ff. (silentes in Ovid, Vergil etc. = the dead = mice, Pluto is rex silentum in Ovid, as well as evidence from other traditions). 
6 Many post 7th Century glossaries (Græco-Latin and Latin-to-Greek) give the equivalence arouraioºmuº = sorex (mus agrestis or 
mus terrestris), e.g. CGL 2. 186, 29, 2. 245, 45, 2. 374, 22, while others feel obliged to gloss agroikoºmuº as sorex siluestris (CGL 
2. 217, 30). Later glossaries give equivalences such as ponticus = sorex (CGL 3. 189, 51: H. Monacensia ca. 1165, CGL 3. 259, 39: 
H. Einseidlensia, ponticus = sorex = sorex siluestris), mus = sorex (CGL 3. 614, 22, 11th Century, CGL 3. 626, 63, 10th Century, the 
Abavus of the 9th Century, CGL 4. 367, 1, the Amploniana, CGL 5. 393, 3, also 9th Century), sign of a changing Romance situation.  
7 Cf. Krappe 1941: 137 who asserted that, for totemic reasons, outcomes of mūs were replaced in Romance by those of sōrex and 
talpa (“This close association of the mouse with death quite naturally led to a certain fear of pronouncing its names. This explains the 
unusually large number of substitutions. As is well known, the Latin mus has survived as an independent animal name only in 
Romansch ... In all other Romance languages it has been replaced by words derived from sorex [“shrew mouse”], rattus [“rat”] and 
talpa [“mole”] ...”). See my later discussion of Neo-Venetian with scheme which demonstrate that this is patently false (moreja < 
*mūrĭcŭlus -a X maurus -a, marégola < mūrĭcŭlus -a oppure *mūrĭca [see REW 5757] + -ŭla). Meyer-Lübke had already 



suppression of sōrex and not of mūs. In Neo-Calabrian schemes we see, instead, sōrex taking over mūs’ 

lexical-semantic space: here Mustelidae no longer seem to form part of the composite pattern, differently 

from the case of Latin (FIG. 2: N. Calabria8). Suricìcchju is referred to Mus musculus, Microtus and 

Microtinus, while the newborn young of Muridae are referred to as cardàcchju –i. Newborn young 

of Gliridae or Eliomys etc. are cardàcchju, cardàmi or cardamunìellu, the male of edible Glis glis is 

cardamùne, the female lòsa/ lèsa or stòla according to the local dialect. The derivation of these 

former cases I do not feel to be pre-Latin, pre-IE (Alessio, Rohlfs), but are probable outcomes of 

c(h)ordus ‘young mammal born late’. In adjacent dialects sùrice zupu (< peripheral Greek swpo¢j 

for siwpo¢j, Trumper, Prantera [in print]) = tupinara, which is readily defined by informants as 

sùrice, -i. Sùrice, -i is inclusive of the Gliridae since many informants equate sùrice russu with 

natilia (< nitēla). 

 

      SÙRICE1 

 

 

           SÙRICE2                                                                 AGLÌERU                        ZACCARELLA 

 
  SÙRICE3      TUPINARA       ZZÒCCULA         AGLÌERU        NATÌLIA            CANNACCHELLA 

 
 

sùrice4        sùrice zupu         sùrice russu           aglìeru       aglìeru monachìellu      cannacchella    cannacchella russa 

 
Mus; Sorex     Talpa eur.   Muscardinus  Glis glis   Eliomys quercinus   Eliomys quer.  Muscardinus 
Apodemus; 
Microtus  
zaccarella = 1. Sciurus, 2. Muscardinus 
Tupinara = Talpa europaeus; Zzòccula = Rattus norvegicus. 
FIGURE 2. 
 

An attempt to explain the overdifferentation of dormice is given in Trumper, Maddalon & Scola (in 

Silvestri et al. 2002). The only borrowing (Neapolitan) is zzòccula (< sórcola < sōr[ĭ]cŭla), betrayed by its 

stressed vowel (-ò- and not –u-). Zaccarella etc., the basic onomatopoeia for ‘squirrel’ [tsak-tsak-], can be 

extended to cover natìlia in some dialects (Muscardinus avellanarius), so a cognitive-linguistic relationship is 

established. Very similar is the schematisation we have set up from the ethnotexts of our Central Calabrian 

fieldwork, as in FIG. 3. 

                                                                                                                                                                  
acknowledged the necessity of positing a number of diminutives of mūs such as *mūrĭcŭlus REW 5760, *mūrĭca REW 5757 to 
account for a large number of Northeast Italian rodent words. Ancient Spanish and Portuguese words have also to be accounted for. 
8 All analysed data referring to rodents and hawks is taken from personal field work carried out in a co-financed Ministry Research 
Project. Where possible (rarely), the analysed data are compared with already extant raw data on such folk zoological classification.  



         (SÙRICI) 

 

    SÙRICI                                                             AGGHJÌRU                          ZZACCAREÍ ÍA 

 

SÙRICI                ZZÒCCULA                        AGGHJÌRU                 NITILA              RISCIÒLA 

 
sùrici           suriciòrva                                agghjìru          a. sùrici      a. pòndacu          a. hìelinu                a. patrùolu 

 
 
Mus; Sorex      Talpa         Rattus    Glis          Eliomys       Eliomys .....                        Muscardinus 
Microtus etc.  
FIGURE 3. 

 

Differently from the N. Calabrian model, outcomes of pontiko¢j > ponticus here still survive as part 
of the macrogrouping (in N. Calabria pùonticu/ pantùocchju passes to ‘bat’). Similar considerations may be 
made as before, though the Gliridae seem differently organised. Certain constants remain as in the Latin 
model: [physical morphology] (suriciòrva), [edible], [intrinsic colour] (risciòla < r¨ousiw¢dhj < russus), 
[climbing potential] (nitila), [habitat] (patrùolu < petrw¢dhj), [geographical origin] (pòndacu), though it 
might be remarked that [cultic relevance] has been altogether eliminated from the model, the feature’s lexical 
realisation’s having now become, as in the first instance, prototype of the entire rodent-model, ousting any 
possible outcomes of mūs. Part of the folk credence that underlies the ancient formation of sōrex is still, 
exceptionally, present in Calabria, notwithstanding the shifting of the cultic term9.  
More modern rodent subsystems have simplified this model, as in the case of North-Eastern Italy, where, 

apart from Verona, which gravitates towards Lombard folk schemes, the model may be presented as in FIG. 

4. 

      X 

 

 

           SÓRZE1            *MUSEGAGNO      PANTEGAN-              TOPINARA                       GIRO 

 

sórze2           moréja         marégola        pantegana        pantegàn 

[dim. sorzéto] [dim. morejéta]  [maregolòto]                                   [dim. topinaròto] 

[Mus]; Sorex; Mus Sorex;*(Sorex: obsolete) Rattus norvegicus Rattus rattus Talpa Glis/ Muscardinus 

FIGURE 4. 

 

                                                 
9 It is interesting to note at the comparative level that Italo-Albanian equivalents of this system show drastic reduction of the 
oppositions to mi ± modifier, burī = dim. buríth (Albanian urí, Geg urîth), gjer/ gjër/ li:r (Glis + Eliomys: Latinism), cakarelë, a 
Calabrian Romance borrowing both equivalent to Albanian ketër (Sciurus) and covering Muscardinus avellanarius. There is no trace 
here of anthropomorphic nuselalë; a registered Shqip form. There is little adaptation to the Romance host system, but maintainence 
of a simpler external system with separate prototypes MI – BURĪ – GJER – CAKARELË. In other words there is no omni-
comprehensive, inclusive prototype, such as surice,-i, notwithstanding five centuries of uninterrupted symbiosis. 



Where SÓRZE1 assumes a more inclusive role, rural dialects allow an –ato diminutive, i.e. sorzato/ 

sordato like large class terms (pessato, ar[e]nato, ocato, lievorato etc.). It is difficult to extend SÓRZE1 

beyond the inclusion relations shown, in fact informants do not seem obliged to define categories such as 

pantegana or topinara as ‘sórze’. Little is cognitively distinguished in the world of the Gliridae, known only 

to those who frequent the Colli Euganei and Berici etc. In this case the most inclusive term, originally 

defined in cultic terms, has been extended without becoming hyperonymous with respect to the whole 

category. ‘Geographical origin’ has lost its original denotative value to become symbol of infestation, germ-

carrying, repulsiveness. We are reaching, gradually, a stage where we have independent prototypes not 

apparently connectible but semantically, lexically and cognitively independent, quite different from the Latin 

and archaic S. Italian models discussed.  

There is movement from a common prototype, which determines in a non-hierarchical sense the 

structuring of a rodent model, to a series of independent cognitive prototypes. This sort of cognitive and 

linguistic rearrangement certainly cannot be captured in a static Linnaean model, even doubtfully in the types 

of polythetic model hitherto proposed. If I compare the Veneto model I have studied among countrymen to 

the rodent systems I grew up in, then I see a comparable shifting to that which I find in my English-language 

model: there is no common holistic prototype, MOUSE, RAT and MOLE are decidedly independent types, 

cognitively and linguistically, though MOUSE does include mouse, shrew and dormouse, rat may include rat 

and vole in my case (voles may be defined water-rats and the reference be understood). Such terms and their 

relative position in folk classification would have to be verified by ethnotexts. Such lexical oppositions 

suggest a lexical-semantic set-up that is slightly different from the Celtic model of the Wales I was born and 

grew up in, where probably historical LLYG that included LLYGODEN is now included in the 

singulativised collective LLYGODEN, which within its terms of reference can include Sorex (llygoden goch 

= llyg), Microtinus (llygoden gwta), Arvicola (llygoden ddŵr), Rattus (llygoden ffrengig = llygoden ffyrnig, 

i.e. French or fierce). LLYG or LLYGODEN then are almost omni-inclusive rodent model terms10, in some 

sense similar to the Latin and S. Italian models, remnants of a cognitively archaic Europe, which are 

gradually being replaced by a model based on a series of independent prototypes, without any super-

inclusive ‘intermediate’, which is the new cognitive model of a new urbanised, post-industrial Europe. To 

come to terms with EEC agricultural requirements and standardise perceptemes, Amaethyddiaeth a 

Milfeddygaeth 1994 forces a distinction, I feel, between pathew (Glis glis) and bathor (Muscardinus 

avellanarius), which as far as I know are intra-regional dialect variants (pathew [ế p ' aT:aw] N.W. vs. pathor, 

bathor [΄p' aT: r], [΄b8aT: r] S. W., W. W.)11 for a unique folk class which includes Glis glis + Muscardinus 

                                                 
10 To judge from reliable dictionaries, Irish LUCH also seems to have this property. In Welsh the MOLE prototype, GWADD seems 
separate, as FAMH/ FADHBH seems to be in Scottish Gaelic, though in Irish Gaelic it is directly associated with the LUCH 
inclusive prototype as luch dhall. 
11 Pathew seems to occur in Welsh texts at least from the early modern period, cf. Salesbury’s Dictionary ‘pathew A dormou∫e’ (Part 
III. Piii, 1547) or his Oll Synnwr Ciiii ‘Ky∫gy val y pathew’ (1553, ‘to sleep like a dormouse’) where either Glis or Muscardinus may 
be meant, while Davies’ Dictionarium (1632) is explicit: ‘pathew, glis’. GPC 2702, 2703 is explicit, since “edible dormouse” can 
only be Glis glis, while some references are to Muscardinus avellanarius. GPC 2702 compares Irish pata, VKG 1. 511 claimed the 
Irish to be derived from Welsh (“es entspricht einem brit. p-: mir. patu ‘Hase’ nir. pata ds aus c. pathew ‚Rellmaus’ ...“), Vendryes 
LEIA P-5 patu hypothesised a British origin, though claiming “d’origine obscure”. The Irish patu ‘hare’ is Old Irish (Ascoli, San 



avellanarius, even if speakers are able to distinguish two zoologically different genera. These are 

subordinated in Welsh to the llygoden category, since, as Fynes-Clinton 1913 (2. 356 llygod daear = 2. 415) 

had already shown, some Bangor speakers dialectally equated pathew and llygoden ddaear. The whole needs 

testing. To come to grips with such real problems and drift, one needs, then, a dynamic model which can 

move beyond the actual polythetic, avoiding the risk of any hierarchical arrangement in advanced Plotinian 

style (Trumper 2004B). In the case discussed the relevance of the ‘intermediate’ needs working on. 
 

 

3. Hawks 
Up to now linguists seem mostly to have studied questions of the possible origins of European hawk words, 

beginning with Latin ‘falco’, without even hinting at questions of folk classification. The original hypothesis 

seems to have been that late Latin falco -ōnem was of Germanic origin. Such a position had already been 

abandoned in Walde & Hofmann’s LEW I. 447: they suggested that the terms present in Germanic languages 

should, instead, be taken to a Latin source. Confirming this position, Ernout-Meillet (DELL4, item falx: 

falco) had concluded: “le mot ne semble pas provenir du germanique; ce sont les mots germaniques qui 

proviennent du latin”. Kluge was, however, still uncommitted on the ultimate origin of the Germanic and 

Lat. words, as he states: “Eine lateinische Etymologie (die an l. falx f. ‘Sichel’ anknüpft, wegen der 

sichelförmigen Krallen dieses Greifvogels) ist semantisch befriedigender, erklärt aber nicht das späte 

Auftreten des Wortes im romanischen Bereich...”, while Onions, OED, still wished to connect the Lat. in a 

direct way with Germ. sources (p. 343 “expl. by Festus as f. falx scythe from the bird’s sickle-like claws, but 

perh. Gmc. *falkon, repr. by OE personal name Falca = OS., OHG. falco ...” etc.)12. Suolahti 1909: 327-333 

was originally of the opinion that the item had developed independently both in Italic and Germanic. 

However, since (1) the various evidence from the Itala (Lev. 11, 19), from Firmicus Maternus (Mathesis 5, 

interpolation 7-8: of unsure date) and from the grammarian Servius (on Æneid. X. 145, 2. 40313) antedates the 

appearance of Longobard (Falco), West-Gothic and Frankish (Falcovarii), as well as of Anglosaxon 

(Westerfalca), derived names, including that of the common noun falco in Rothari’s Edict, (2) the base 

hypothesized by Germanists, i. e. fallan ‘fall’ + -k- suffix (< IE -g-), along the lines suggested by the 

etymology of the various ‘hawk’ words, ‘haben’ (= capere, cf. Lat. capus) > OHG. habuh, habich, AGS. 

heafoc, should have given as outcome forms such as OHG. *falluh, AGS *fealloc, certainly not falco, 

Suolahti finally decided that difficulties of a formal nature were against a possible Germanic origin. His final 

opinion was that the direction of the borrowing was perforce Latin > Germanic. 

                                                                                                                                                                  
Gallo 37b7 ‘patnide leporinus’, which assumes the base noun to have existed before the 10th century) and Middle Irish (Stokes, 
Goidelica, Dúil Laithne, gloss 125 “Lornan.i. patu ‘lepus’”, Sanas Cormaic 1045, Stokes’ Cormac patu p. 35, Bergin in Ériu 7. 242 
lines 1-2 “Maoarbais.iii. pait”- he killed 3 hares, = line 20 “tri mil maighi”). If the Irish derives from Welsh, then the lexeme must 
have been present in Old Welsh, deriving from a form in *kwa-tt- otherwise unknown. Many Romance scholars have assumed some 
such form to underly Fr. patte. Semantically the only common denominator between dormice and hares is that both are Rodents. 
12 Skeats 1879 ad loc. had originally accepted Festus’ etymology (“That is, falco is derived from falc-, stem of falx, a sickle”), the 
only problem being that the original Latin ‘stem’ was in all probability *falg-. 
13 “constat tamen eam [sc. Capua] a Tuscis conditam de uiso falconis augurio, qui Tusca lingua capys dicitur: unde est Capua 
nominata”. 



Current Romance folk schemes still present outcomes of falco not only as a pertinent generic but as 

an even higher order term, i.e. the intermediate level. Berlin-Breedlove-Raven 1973/ 1974 and Berlin 1976 

had originally defined the ‘generic’ as the most pertinent category, since it had (1) antiquity on its side 

(Aristotle, Theophrastus etc.), (2) categorial and taxonomic relevance, (3) psychological reality for speakers, 

(4) it corresponded to major contrasting naming units, i.e. it had linguistic relevance, (5) it presented ready 

biological equivalents, (6) it was a category that was “recognizable at first glance”. However, these same 

authors seemed also to consider a level that was neither ‘unique-beginner’ or ‘life-form’, as the highest 

possible level of organisation, nor the most pertinent level of the ‘generic’ - nor even a lower ‘specific’ level, 

for that matter -, i.e. a possible organisational and cognitive level that was ‘intermediate’ between life-forms 

and generics. Brown 1974 had contested the possible relevance of this level, claiming the generic to be the 

only pertinent level in folk classification, while Ellen 1993: 119, on the contrary, presented the 

‘intermediate’ as the most relevant classificatory level. However, Berlin 1992, which had come out only 

slightly before Ellen 1993, had already modified earlier conclusions. He redefined the ‘intermediate’ not just 

as a covert higher-than-genus level but a lexicalised higher level connected with psychological and cognitive 

prototypes, creating a higher polytypical level opposed to the generic tendentially monotype one. Both Berlin 

1992 and Ellen 1993 seem to be saying that the ‘intermediate’ may be either covert and unexpressed or 

covert and labelled, while my argument is that life-forms and higher levels are more often than not 

unlabelled, say the example of ‘plant’ in Latin and other cultures, or ‘insect’ in almost all cultures, as 

opposed to the intermediate polytype which seems to underlie lexical productivity in most languages and 

cultures. Relevant, from the point of view of the present study, is the discussion in Bulmer 1979 and Ellen 

1993 of ‘hawk’ as such a covert category. The N. Italian data I wish to base my initial discussion on are 

given in table 1, while the Calabrian data are in table 2. It is extremely difficult to check the psychological 

reality and inclusion/ exclusion relations involved that help determine the ethnoclassificatory processes at 

work in the first group, because of the almost total abandonment of pastoral activity, while in the second case 

this has proved possible. 

 

Table 1.A. (Veneto Region) 
Locality Falco  

columbarius 

aesalon 

Tunst 

Falco  

tinnunculus 

tinnunculus 

 L.  

Falco  

peregrinus 

brookei  

Sharpe 

Falco 

peregrinus 

peregrinus 

 Tunst. 

Falco  

cherrug  

Gray 

Falco  

biarmicus 

feldeggil 

Schl. 

Falco  

subbuteo 

subbuteo L. 

Falco  

vespertinus 

vespertinus 

 L. 

Padua prov. storèla falchéto 

de tóre 

falchéto pója falco falchetón 

forèsto 

falchéto falchéto 

piombín 

Vicenza  

prov. 

falchéto storèla falchéto pója falco ------------- falchéto falchéto 

N. Treviso 

/Belluno 

falchét falchét falchét poján poján ------------- falchét storèla 

Venezia,  

Chioggia,  

storèla storèla falchéto pogiána falco ------------- falchéto ------------- 



Laguna 

Verona  

prov. 

falchéto falchéto  

toresán 

=  

falchéto  

rósso 

falchetín falchetón pojána 

négra 

falchetón falchéto storèla= 

falchéto 

piombín 

 

Table 1. B (Veneto Region). 
 

Locality Accipiter 

nisus nisus 

L. 

Accipiter 

gentilis 

gentilis L.

Pernis 

apivorus 

apivorus L.

Milvus 

migrans 

migrans 

 Bodd 

Milvus 

milvus 

L. 

Buteo 

buteo  

buteo L. 

Circus 

aerugi- 

nosus 

aerugi- 

nosus L. 

Circus 

cyaneus L 

/ Circus 

pygargus 

L. 

Pandion 

haliaëtus 

L. 

Padua  

prov. 

falchéto falco 

colombaro 

falcón 

bresparo 

falchéto falcón pója falchetón 

 de vale 

falco 

bianco 

arpía 

Vicenza  

prov. 

falchéto ----------- ----------- falchéto pója pója ---------- falchetón ----------- 

N. Treviso 

/Belluno 

falchét poján ----------- falchét poján poján ----------- ----------- ----------- 

Venezia,  

Chioggia,  

Laguna 

falchéto ----------- pogiána 

bianca 

pogiána pogiána pogiána  

de tèra 

pogiána pogiána 

bianca 

pogiána 

de vale 

Verona  

prov. 

falchetín pojána 

róssa 

pojána 

bianca 

pojána 

róssa 

pojána 

négra 

pojána pojána 

de val 

falchetón  

anarín 

falcón  

bianco 

 

Table 2. A (Calabria). 
 

Area Falco  

columba- 

rius  

aesalon 

Tunst. 

Falco 

tinnuncu- 

lus tinn. 

L. 

Falco 

peregrinus

brookei 

Sharpe 

Falco 

naumanni

naumanni

Fleisch 

Falco 

peregri- 

nus p. 

Tunst. 

Falco 

cherrug 

Gray 

Falco 

biarmicus

feldeggil 

Schl. 

Falco 

subbuteo 

subbuteo 

 L. 

Falco 

vesper- 

tinus 

v. L. 

Accipiter

nisus  

nisus L. 

Lausberg 

Area 

cristarèll∂ 

/ 

cristarîll∂ 

cristarèll∂

/ 

cristarîll∂ 

faücu- 

nett∂  

[farc-] 

/  

farchîtt∂ 

faücu- 

nett∂  

[farc-] 

/  

farchîtt∂ 

faücón∂ 

[farc-]/ 

f. pir- 

niciár∂ 

faücón∂ 

[farc-] 

faücón∂ 

pirniciár∂

faücón∂ 

palum- 

már∂ 

faücu- 

nett∂  

[farc-] 

/  

farchîtt∂ 

faücu- 

nett∂ 

 [farc-] 

/ cud’  

’i ffúrch∂

North 

Calabria 

crista- 

rìellu 

/ 

farchìettu 

/ farcu- 

nìellu 

crista- 

rìellu 

/ jizzu 

/ frica- 

vìentu 

crista- 

rìellu/ 

farchìettu 

/ farcu- 

nìellu 

crista- 

rìellu/ 

farchìettu

/ farcu- 

nìellu 

farcunu/ 

nigliu 

farcunu farcunu 

pirniciáru

/turturaru

/ arpa / 

arpavunu

farchìettu 

/ farcu- 

nìellu 

crista- 

rìellu/ 

 farcu- 

nìellu / 

cuccu 

farchìettu

/ farcu- 

nìellu / 

lupu ed’ 

acìelli 



Mid  

Calabria 

crista- 

reddu/  

cucca- 

rèddu/ 

rumbu- 

lòttu 

crista- 

reddu/  

cucca- 

rèddu/ 

crista- 

reddu/  

cucca- 

rèddu/ 

crista- 

reddu/  

cucca- 

rèddu/ 

rapinu/ 

acèdd’ 

’i 

rapinu/ 

gulòttu 

rapinu/ 

acèdd’ 

’i 

rapinu 

--------- rapineddu/

rapinedd’ 

’i trasi/ 

rumbu- 

lòttu 

rapineddu/

rapi- 

nedd’i  

trasi 

rapi- 

nedd’i  

trasi 

South 

Calabria 

crista- 

reddu/  

chjumbi- 

nu 

crista- 

reddu/ 

 jizzu 

crista- 

reddu/ 

 jizzu 

crista- 

reddu/ 

 jizzu 

farcuni/ 

(r)rapinu 

/ nìcchju 

farcuni/ 

(r)rapinu 

 

--------- turturaru 

/rapi- 

neddu/ 

rapinedd’ 

’i  

passu 

turturaru (r)rapi- 

neddu 

 

Table 2. B (Calabria). 
Area Accipiter 

gentilis 

gentilis 

 L. 

Pernis 

apivorus 

apivorus L.

Milvus 

migrans 

migrans 

 Bodd 

Milvus 

milvus L. 

Buteo  

buteo L. 

/ Buteo 

lagopus 

Brünn. 

 

Circus 

aerugi- 

nosus 

aerugi- 

nosus L. 

Circus 

cyaneus 

L. 

Pandion 

haliaëtus 

L. 

Aquila 

chrysa- 

ëtus chr. 

L.  

Gypaëtus 

barbatus 

grandis 

Storr. 

Lausberg 

Area 

faücón∂ 

pirniciár∂/ 

nìgli∂ 

faücón∂ 

/  

cur∂vètt∂ 

faücunètt∂/

cud’ a  

ffúrch∂/ 

cacc∂- 

lèp∂r∂ 

nìgli∂/  

[faücón∂] 

/ 

ácciulu 

guzzá- 

ch∂r∂, v- 

bb-,  

 /faücón∂/ 

pullázz∂ 

/ ácciulu 

[farchit- 

tún∂] 

[farchit- 

tún∂] 

--------- pull’ i 

gáj∂n∂/ 

vutur∂  

[rare form:

vutun∂] 

pull’ i 

gáj∂n∂/ 

vutur∂ 

[rare form:

vutun∂] 

North 

Calabria 

nìgliu/  

aggellázzu 

--------- nìgliu bbusciàrdu

[nìgliu] 

bbusciárdu

/ arpa/ 

farcunu  

rijálu 

turturaru turturaru ---------- pasqualía 

/  

pasquali- 

nu 

pasqualía 

/  

pasquali- 

nu 



Mid  

Calabria 

nìgghju nìgghju lebburaru 

[acedd’ ’i 

rapinu] 

nìgghju/ 

arpa/ 

passanta 

nìgghju/ 

arpa/ 

passanta/ 

ágghjula 

turturaru --------- --------- pasquali- 

nu 

--------- 

South 

Calabria 

(a)sturi adòrnu/ 

òrru 

[rrapinu] 

(r)rapinu 

/ nìcchju 

/ mona- 

cali 

(r)rapinu 

/ nìcchju 

/ cefag- 

ghjuni 

(a)sturi/ 

cefag- 

ghjuni 

jurma- 

náricu/ 

círviu/ 

vecchjáz- 

zu/ 

sicilianu 

círviu/ 

jurma- 

náricu 

áchjula/ 

ágghjula 

---------- --------- 

 

In terms of a tree diagram folk classification based on features and oppositions with taxonomic and linguistic 
relevance I would propose for the data in table 1 the configuration outlined in FIG. 5. 
 

(FALC-)

FALC- POJ- ARPIA

falco falcón falchéto

falchéto falchetín falchetón

storèla

falco

falco bianco

falco colombaro

falchéto toresán
falchéto rósso

falchéto piombín

f. de vale
f. forèsto

pojana

pojana négra
pojana róssa

pojana bianca
pojana de vale

pojana de tèra

STOR-

 
Fig. 5 (Veneto ‘hawk’ folkclassification) 

 

Even if this lexicon is residual and cannot be tested from a psychological-cum-ethnological point of 

view to establish inclusion/ exclusion relations, at least from the linguistic point of view we seem to have a 



generic level with FALC- (> falco, falcón, falchéto) and POJ- (> pója, poján, pojana) and at least two 

subordinated lower levels that indicate the former importance of hawk-naming, while, on the other hand, 

there seems to have been a FALC- level superordinated to this FALC-/ POJ- one, given the inter-dialectal 

correspondences falco colombaro = pojana róssa (Accipiter gentilis), falco = poján/ pojana négra (Falco 

cherrug), falcón bresparo = pogiana bianca (Pernis apivorus), falcón = pojana/ pojana négra (Milvus milvus), 

falco bianco = pogiana bianca (Circus sp.), falcón bianco = pogiana de vale (Pandion haliaëtus). The POJ- 

derivatives seem never to have been superordinated to the FALC- ones, rather the contrary. Such 

considerations prompt one to conclude that the FALC- base existed at a higher intermediate level and was 

central to the hawk naming process in the Romance varieties studied. There seems to be nothing that 

corresponds to professional hawkers’ distinction between ‘short-winged hawks’ (Acciptridæ) and ‘long-

winged falcons’(Falconidæ)14, since Accipiter nisus was glossed by my informants with falchéto, Accipiter 

gentilis with falco colombaro or pojana róssa, so they automatically fall into the FALC- generic category, 

though some ambiguity due to variability remained in the case of the goshawk. This strongly belies the 

statement in Birkhan 1968: 117 that “falco seems to mean only ‘falcon’ as we might assume from the 

reflexes in the Romance languages”. The meaning of arpía = pogiana de vale Pandion haliaëtus also gives 

some sense to Aristotle’s assertion in Historia Animalium 609a23 (“Again, those that live off the sea are at 

war with each other, such as the grebe, the gull and the osprey”15) that aÀrph is definitely a sea bird. 

Projecting this folk classification on to its Latin origins, the FALC- base obviously comes from REW 3158 

falco, -ōnem, which as generic replaces earlier capys. This latter seems higher than the generic level and to 

have referents that go from Falco sp. to Buteo sp. and Pernis apivorus (Capponi 1979: 129, 231). It, in turn, 

is resolved in the Veneto dialects taxonomically into FALC- and POJ-(AN-) generics, the first having the 

same origin as FALC-1, the second coming from REW 6826 *pŭllĭus ‘young bird’ and REW 6823 *pŭllĭo, -

ōnem ‘bird’, obviously related to pŭllus with the meaning ‘nestling’ found in Varro, Cicero, Pliny, Seneca 

etc. (see Capponi 1979: 435’s comments)16. A specific such as arpía derives directly from harpē REW 4058 < 

gr. aÀrph which means both ‘sickle’ and type of ‘hawk’, though Meyer-Lübke errs when he defines the bird 

reflexes as ‘Meeradler’, which I presume covers both Aquila sp. and Pandion haliaëtus L., errs, since, as 

Capponi pp. 289-290 shows, the referents of harpē in known texts are complex and might be defined as a 

number of birds of prey ranging over Pandion haliaëtus, Circus sp., Milvus sp., and Buteo sp. I take the more 

                                                 
14 This ‘short-winged’ vs. ‘long-winged’ distinction seems to correspond in some degree to mediaeval falconers’ distinctions between 
‘high-flying’ and ‘low-flying’ hawks, parallel to the mediaeval Spanish ‘aves nobles’ vs. ‘aves ignobles’ differentiation in Prince 
Juan Manuel’s Libro de la Caza, discussed in Fradejas Rueda 2000. The type of distinction is decidedly professional and has nothing 
to do with traditional folk classification.  
15 To wit, “eÃti oi¥ a¦po£ th¤j qala¢tthj zw¤ntej a¦llh¢loij, oiÂon bre¢nqoj kai£ la¢roj kai£ aÀrph”. 
16 These are connected with pŭllus ‘young animal’ which would seem to be derived from IEW 842-3 *pōu-: p∂u-: pū- (*POHW-) viâ 
a -lo- formant (*POHW-LO-), alongside pūtus, -a (*POHW-TO-), puer, puella (*POHW-ERO-), associated with Germanic, 
Armenian, Greek, Slav and Albanian outcomes for ‘nestling; young animal; young human’. These are connected with pŭllus ‘young 
animal’ which would seem to be derived from IEW 842-3 *pōu-: p∂u-: pū- (*POHW-) viâ a -lo- formant (*POHW-LO-), alongside 
pūtus, -a (*POHW-TO-), puer, puella (*POHW-ERO-), associated with Germanic, Armenian, Greek, Slav and Albanian outcomes 
for ‘nestling; young animal; young human’. 



plausible derivation of Storèla from astur rather than acceptor (see Capponi pgs. 101-2 against REW 3617), 

given also the meanings of the outcomes in the Calabrian dialects discussed below. 

The Calabrian folk classification seems harder to deal with in terms of a tree diagram generic structure, 

though a first analysis has been attempted as in figures 8-11. The Lausberg Area seems to show the 

configuration illustrated in fig. 8. In this first case we can claim that REW 3518 is promulgated regularly as 

FALCŌNEM, not as in other varieties where a base form FALC- has been extrapolated. It co-exists at the 

generic level alongside outcomes of REW 1423 bŭtĕo, bŭtĕōnem, which, obviously in this case not an Old 

French borrowing, presents a strange morphology, with suffix -acru (< -acŭlum ?), and outcomes of 

voltŭrĭus/ vultŭriĭus rather than classical vŭltŭr, -ŭrem, REW 9467 vŭltŭrĭus vs. 9466 vŭltur, -ŭre, a regular 

variant in late Latin, cf. Priscian, Institutiones VI. 15 (Keller II. 206-207), Charisius I. 98, 3-4, I. 147, 13-20, 

who, however, are recording the variable use of Ennius in the early period18. Capponi 1979: 513-515 lists 

variants and their Romance outcomes as referring to the species Neophron, Aegypius and Gypaetus, though 

one would object that the linguistically most archaic area of Calabria knows extensions to Aquila sp., 

indicating a pastoral cognitive merger for types of birds of prey representing a menace to shepherds and their 

flocks. At the specific level outcomes of REW 582 aquila indicate only Buteo buteo L., while cristarella etc. 

probably derive from OFr. crécerelle, crécelles, which, notwithstanding Meyer-Lübke’s comments in REW 

4768b on imitative KREK- (“crècerelle zu CRISTA, Gamillscheg, lautlich nicht möglich”), smack both of 

CRĬSTA and the Greek hawk lexeme kre¢c, a plausible contamination in Calabria. Miluus REW 5578 

already shows place assimilation in the 9th-10th. century glossaries, e. g. Excerpta ex Glossis A A CGL. V. 

468, 8 “Nilbus nomen auis idest miluus”, so one supposes miluus > nilvus, nilbus (assimilation of /m/ to the 

coronality of /l/) > (by metathesis) *niblu > nibbju > nigliu, nigghju. For comments on the possible origin of 

the Latin lexeme as a colour term (‘dark of hue’) see Capponi 1979: 338-342, though not all scholars agree19. 

The other specifics refer to birds or small animals on which hawks prey, i. e. other birds as their prey in 

pirniciar∂ < REW 6404 perdix crossed with coturnix, palummar∂ < REW 6181 palumbus, turturar∂ < REW 

9009 turtur, or ‘hares’ as prey (cacc∂-lèp∂r∂), or are references to physical properties (cud’a ffurch∂). 

Polytypical creation is effected both by morphological derivation (pull∂ ‘bird’ > pullàzz∂ Buteo buteo L.) 

and modification (pull∂ > pull’i gáj∂n∂, lit. the ‘lamb-bird’, Aquila chrysaetus L., as at Saracena laj∂nær∂ id. 

< gáj∂n∂ ‘lamb’). Derivates from Lat. pǔllus ‘nestling’ show extension to ‘bird’ in both the archaic Lausberg 

                                                 
17 In favour of Meyer-Lübke’s solution (acceptor, -ōrem) is the presence in Sardinian of astòre (Wagner 1. 141) as (a) peregrine 
[inclusive of falcòne, Wagner 1. 499, which is “non popolare”], (b) buzzard, (c) any hawk (generic), unless one were to take 
Sardinian astòre to be an introduced, originally foreign item, like falcòne, or at least influenced by Spanish açtor, Catalan astor.

 

18 Ca. 239-169 BC: Warmington in his edition of Ennius makes no comments in Annals 141-2, pg. 50, on Priscian’s listing of 
variants. 
19 Kahane & Kahane 2. 59-75 (ex Journal of English and Germanic Philology LX. 460-476, 1961), suggest that mĭlvus has been 
necessarily crossed with some Gothic form *nibil- ‘dark’ (as a noun, ‘fog’ or ‘mist’), the equivalent of OHG nebul > mod. Nebel 
(Kluge p. 584), AGS nifol ‘dark’ ecc. (Holthausen p. 236), Old Norse njól[a] = nifl- (De Vries 409B/ 410B), which Germanists take 
back to a Proto-Germanic *nebulo-, comparing with Greek, Latin, Slav, Indian congeners etc., which might be outcomes of 
Pokorny’s ‘rain water’ base IEW 315 *enebh- (= *HNEB). A fourteenth century Spanish form falcón neblí would argue in favour of 
the Kahanes’ hypothesis, as well as the late attestation of vulgar forms such as nibulus, niblus, and the strangeness of the stressed /i/ 
in Romance forms. Since such outcomes with n- are recorded since the Middle Ages and in modern folk taxonomies in the South of 
Italy, one has perforce to seek some unattested Gothic variant borrowed at a very early date into Vulgar Latin. I leave details to be 
argued over, though the stuff of the Kahanes’ argument seems sound. 



Area (pull∂, pu ∂) and the southern sub-area (South Calabria: pullíu, pu íu). Some would have it that the 

latter are of Greek origin (Byzantine Greek: pou¢lloj -a, poulla¢kion, poulli¢on), and that these ‘late’ 

Middle Greek terms are themselves of Latin origin (< pŭllus, -a), as claimed in Karanastasis vol. 4. 274 ff. 

pou¢lla/ pou¢ a, -oj, poulla¢ki/ pou a¢ki. One might object that there is no need to postulate a Latin 

origin for such Greek words, since Gr. pw¤loj, pwli¢on ‘bird’ had existed from the 15th century BC20, and 

the variable drift w > ou (in opposition to w > o) is well known in Greek dialects. In the above Romance 

areas the relevant Latin and Greek words may have reciprocally influenced each other, given generalised 

Vulgar Latin – Greek diglossia in Calabria in the period 700-1050 A.D. 

 

Fig. 6 (Lausberg Area: hawk naming). 
 

X

faücónë guzzáchërë vutúrë

faücónë nígliëcristarèllë

[=ácciulu]

[= pull’i gájënë]

faücónë f. pirniciárë
f. palummárë
f. turturárë

[=pullázzë]
[=ácciulu]

faücunèttëfaücónë

faücunèttë f. cud’a ffúrchë f. caccë-lèpërë  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
20 Cf. on this score Chadwick and Baumbach 1963 pg. 241 pw¤loj, dual pw¤lw, KN Ca 895, Pugliese Carratelli 1964: doc. 24 (Ca 



Fig. 7 (N. Calabria: hawk naming) 

X

farcunu bbusciardu pasqualía

farcunu cristarìellu nigliu

farcunu farchìettu

farcunu f. rijalu f. pirniciaru f. turturaru

[=aggellázzu]

 
 

 

Fig. 8 (Mid Calabria: hawk naming) 

 

X

pasqualinurapinu, acedd’i rapinu

rapinu cristareddu nigghju turturaru
[=nicchju]
[=passanta]

rapinu rapineddu

rapineddu rapineddu rapineddu
lebburaru ’i trasi  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                  
895) (PO-RO)  [=pw¤loi, pw¤lw] followed by the symbol for small ‘equines’. 



Fig. 9 (South Calabria: hawk naming) 

X

farcuni = rrapinu cefagghjuni asturi cìrviu jurmanaricu ágghjula

farcuni chjumbinu
= rrapinu

turturaru nícchjujizzu
= cristareddu

adòrnu

rrapinu rrapineddu
 

 

In the case of the Lausberg Area and North Calabria faücón∂/ farcunu seem to exist at a higher-than-

genus level, i. e. at the intermediate level that we have postulated, while this same level is taken by the 

lexical elements rapinu/ acedd’i rapinu in Mid Calabria. These three areas, with relatively homogeneous 

cognitive and taxonomic categorisation, differ, instead from the extreme South of Calabria where farcuni, the 

semantic equivalent of rrapinu, exists at the genus level alongside asturi, cefagghjuni, cìrviu, jurmanáricu, 

ágghjula. Two conclusions emerge: (1) outcomes of FALC- and its derivatives cover both Falconidæ and 

Acciptridæ, thus the distinction between ‘long-winged falcons’ and ‘short-winged hawks’ is irrelevant in 

folk culture, so that it becomes rather difficult to claim that late Latin falco meant ‘falcon’ in the sense of the 

genus Falco, (2) in three cases out of four the intermediate status of outcomes of Latin falco is confirmed, 

which should have implications when attempting to ascertain the meaning of the Latin term, a problem to 

which we will address ourselves successively. From the point of view of historical projection, the words in 

figs. 9-11 not already dealt with have the following tentative origins: bbusciardu is to be referred to REW 

1423 but is not a direct outcome, rather mediated by O French busnard, Middle French busart, constructions 

built on O French buse < buteo; pasqualia/ pasqualinu to REW 6264 Pascha ‘Easter’, another sign of 

indigenous pastoral concerns over large birds of prey capable of carrying off a new-born lamb (most lambs 

are born in the Easter period, March-April); aggellazzu is based on REW 827 avicella, aucella, REW 828 

avicellus, *aucellus (the same type of modification as pullazz∂ already commented). The generic form 

rapinu, rr- is a deverbal from Lat. rapĕre (REW 7049), though Meyer-Lübke only gives derivates such as the 

adjective rapax (REW 7048) and the noun rapīna ‘theft’. We have to suppose an adjectival extension 

*rapīnus, not present in late texts but derived from the noun rapīna. Specifics not already accounted for may 

have the following origins:  

(1) cefagghjuni perhaps based on the Greek borrowing for mullet (REW 1819) as a staple diet for Circus sp. 

(and Pandion haliaetus); (2) asturi from Latin astur, following the line of argumentation developed in 

Capponi 1979: 101-2 (thus ‘Spanish hawk’); (3) jizzu from the local adjective ægyptius (REW 235: only 

Apulian forms are given), unless it be a colour reference (‘of dark hue’ rather than ‘Egyptian/ Southern 



hawk’), as sometimes in late Latin; (4) jurmanáricu etc. is explained by Rohlfs, EWUG 107, as an outcome 

of *germa¤noj, an apparent locative reference21; (5) there is an attempt in Alessio 1932: 455 [B60] to derive 

círviu, which he transcribes cìrbiu and defines ‘pojana, gheppio’22, from Greek ku¢prioj (‘from Cyprus, 

Cypriote’)23; (6) adòrnu is dealt with in EWUG 368 oÃrneon, which gives Mod. Gr. oÃrni(o)n ‘hawk’ 

(generic) and our specific (Pernis apivorus), (7) chjumbinu seems to derive from REW 6612-6613 

*plumbi[c]are ‘dive’, which gives the Latin bird name plumbio (REW 6614), indicating not just a kingfisher, 

but, as Capponi 1979: 427-8 points out, both kingfishers, grebes, ospreys and other types of aquatic birds. It 

might, however, be the case that we are dealing with yet another colour term, i.e. ‘lead-grey’. One ought to 

emphasise again that outcomes of REW 582 aquila do not refer to ‘eagles’, but in the extreme north of 

Calabria to Buteo buteo, in the extreme south to Pandion haliaetus, except for Stilo and its hinterland where 

it refers to Buteo buteo. In the latter case there is semantic equivalence with Latin aquila marina (Capponi 

1979: 95). Of the sure cases analysed three etyma are referred to presumed local origins (Spanish, southern, 

northern), one to usual diet (mullet-fisher), one a property or a colour(diver or ‘lead-grey’), while one case 

implies a top-down change from original generic to specific. 

 

Even before the appearance of any Germanic evidence, which I consider subordinate to the Latin term, i.e. as 

being later and derivative, there is some rather surprising late Greek documentation (ca. 400-500 AD) of a 

bird name fa¢lkh [‘little owl’?]24 in the Sibylline Oracles (XIV. 158-162) that recites prophetically 

  “kai£ to¢te dh£ me¢ga sh¤ma qeo£j mero¢pessi brotoi¤sin, 

  “ou¦rano¢qen dei¢cei peritellome¢noij e¦niautoi¤j, 

  “ffffaaaa¢¢¢¢llllkkkkhhhhnnnn, e¦ssome¢noio te¢raj pole¢moio kakoi¤o. 

                                                 
21 EWUG 107 gives germa¤noj > Italian Otranto Greek germa¢no ‘sparrow’ as the basis of Reggio Calabria’s jurmanáricu, though I 
do not think that ‘foreign’ or ‘northern’ is the guiding force here. ‘Sparrows’ are northern birds in Calabria, which does not know 
exemplars of Passer europæus but only of Passer Italiæ, so that ‘hawks that prey on sparrows’ (cf. ‘sparrow-hawk’) take their name 
from their prey, i.e. sparrows that are ‘foreign’. 
22 This cannot be the case, since local informants describe cìrviu in terms appropriate to ‘marsh-harriers’ and by extension to hen-
harriers’ (Circus sp.), birds definitely opposed to large buzzards (asturi or cefagghjuni: Buteo sp.) on formal grounds and, for their 
size, to small hawks such as kestrels (jizzu).  
23 A local specification is not uncommon in the case of bird or fish names, though voicing and fricativisation /p/ > /b/ > /v/ in the shift 
from Middle Greek to Calabrian Romance might seem strange.  
24 Chantraine DELG 1174-75 leaves the term without comment (“Sans étymologie”). Only one author comments our term fa¢lkh, i. 
e. Hesychius in the 6th-7th century AD, cf. F. 112 “fa¢lkh:o¥ th¤j ko¢mhj au¦xmo¢j hÄ nukteri¢j”, definition that suggests a ‘bat’ 
rather than a small owl. However, the general context supposes a night predator, sign of ill-luck. Later Greek commentators, such as 
Suidas F. 54, only dwell on the Latin borrowing (“Fa¢lkwn, fa¢lkwnoj: oÃnoma kai£ eiÅdoj i¥e¢rakoj”). On the other hand, 
Herodianus, writing between 200 and 300 AD, in his De prosa catholica (Grammatici Græci III. I. 29, 11-24 “Ta£ ei¦º kw=n 
diºu¢llaba a¦rºenika¢, .......... fa¢lkwn, mh¢kwn, Mi¢kwn, Ni¢kwn ...) attests the common and proper name, later Pseudo-
Herodianus in the De creatione nominum recognises the bird name (Grammatici Græci III. II. 732, 39 - 733, 1 “Do¢rkwnDo¢rkwnoº, 
kna¢kwn kna¢kwnoº (kai£ o¥ leuko¢º kai£ o¥ purro¢º), fa¢lkwn fa¢lkwnoº, mh¢kwn mh¢kwnoº ...”), as does Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus much later (ca. 950 AD). D’Arcy Thompson 1966: 298 briefly discusses the forms attested in late Greek (Achmes: “ 
o¥ i¥e¢rac kai£ o¥ fa¢lkwn”; in Michael Ducas’ Orneosophium: “ta£falkw¢niata£ e¦copi¢asta krei¢ttona”), concluding 
negatively: “Lat. falco. Etymology unknown”. fa¢lkh as a bird name might be connected with the rare verb e¦mfalko¢w ‘twist; 
wind’ we find in fragments of Polybius (Fragm.136 etc.) and in late lexicography, e. g. Suidas, together with its antonym ‘unwind; 
untwist’ e¦sfalkw¤ also present in Polybius, in Theopompus, Fragm. 27.7 in Jacoby 2b, 115 p. 541, in Fragm. 213 of Polybius etc. 
Similar attestations imply that the verb is not a late creation. Suidas comments the verb, while the simple verb falko¢w / falkw¤ is 
listed in Herodianus, De prosodia catholica. 



  “kai£ to¢te dh£ basileu£j stratih¤j ou¦ feu¢cetai xei¤raj, 

  “a¦lla£ qanei¤q’ u¥po£ xeiri£ damei£j aiÃqwni sidh¢r%.” 

One might propose beginning with the connected concepts ‘to grip’, ‘to clutch’ and the ‘claw’ noun as 

suitable starting points for moving towards that of ‘bird of prey’ (day predator/ night predator), in the same 

way in which the Romans suggested dealing with falco, -ōnem, e.g. Festus 78. 17-18 “Falcones dicuntur, 

quorum digiti pollices in pedibus intro sunt curuati, a similitudine falcis” (also Festus 38. 11), Isidore’s 

Etymologiæ XII. 7. 57. The same explanation is offered in the glossaries, cf. Liber Glossarum F. 

“FALCONES, qui pollices pedibus intra curuos habent”, repeated from 600 on25, hence to the glossaries in 

the 700-800 period , up to 900 AD (CGL 3. 435, 30-31) and still later (CGL 3. 188, 45). The ‘curved claw’ 

explanation is even expanded in 1200 to cover aquila in Osborn of Gloucester’s Derivationes, while falco is 

associated with falx, falcarius. Neckam in his De Naturis Rerum slightly later is still repeating Isidore’s 

etymology. Explanatory fuzziness is ever present, as in D’Arcy Thompson 1966: 298, who repeats Suidas, 

adding the attestation from Michael Ducas’ Orneosophium, without reaching any conclusion on the possible 

historical origin of the word.. More interesting might be to see what long-term, extensive relations there are 

between fa¢rkej, other Greek items, e. g. the hapax Hesychius F.171 farka¢zei:kle¢ptei ‘to steal’, which 

no commentator has dealt with successfully, and other possibly related Indo-European items. Another origin 

might be suggested if we were to relate fa¢rkej and the bird name fa¢lkh to the Celtic base *berg-, O Irish 

berg[g] ‘thief, robber, brigand; plunderer’, associated with Welsh bery[f] ‘kite’, prefixed in barcud ‘buzzard’ 

(GPC 257C), but here begins another problem of historical depth and remote origins that cannot be dealt 

with here. Fuzziness as to the origin also characterises LEW I. 447 and Capponi 1979: 231, who, however, 

repeat Ernout - Meillet, DELL4 213, on the improbability of a Germanic origin. However, to begin an in-

depth study both of the remote origin of falcō and its semantic drift in Romance, from which it spreads into 

other languages and cultures, one might well start from the tentative conclusions of our present study based 

on the first three of the four Calabrian pastoral systems analysed, that more archaic Romance ‘bird-of-prey’ 

schemes show a three-way distinction as in Fig. 12 (see also schemes in Trumper, Prantera in print). 

Fig. 12 

                                                         BIRDS OF PREY  

 

small dimension                                 average dimension                                                  large 
prey: rodents, small reptiles,              prey: rodents, other birds, fowl                        prey: lambs, kids, small 
amphibians etc.                                   (chicken)                                                          animals (relatively) 
(FALCO derivates)                            (FALCO, AQUILA)                                          (AQUILA, VULTUR). 
 

 

 

 

   



4. Falco, falcula, fancla, daculum, dalgis, delg, dal: a cluster of associated terms. 

The Roman explanation of falco in terms of falx, seemingly a folk etymology, thus appears to be a 

reasonable hypothesis, as DELL4: 213 had already admitted26. What might reinforce the original Roman 

proposal of a metonymic origin (Festus’ “digiti pollices ... curuati, a similitudine falcis”) is the association 

with ‘claws’ (“incuruis digitis”) and the existence in Latin of the falcula lexical type, which, though 

restricted in Cato to the sickle and like agricultural tools (De Agri Cultura XI. 427), in Pliny is already 

presented as the usual word for ‘claws’, while Columella compares contrastively ‘secateurs’ and ‘claws’. 

Walde and Hofmann, in LEW I. 447 falco (“säbelbeinig, krummkrallig”, “Nicht germ. Lw.”, comparing the 

development of Gr. aÀrph, both ‘hawk’ and ‘sickle’) had returned to the ‘claw’ concept to explain the 

semantic drift of falco as ‘predator with sharp claws’, followed by Von Wartburg, FEW III. 381-

38228.However, Varro had already introduced, before Cato and Columella, further associations of like nature, 

discussing a related Italic item phancla (De Lingua Latina V. 137). Fălcŭla (> falx, falcem) is thus 

associated with Italic fancla, which, in turn, links up with Greek za¢gklh ‘sickle’ as a dialect form (Sicily). 

The latter is found as place name in Thucidydes VI. iv. 5, VI. v . 1, Herodotus, Histories VI. 25. 129, later in 

Diodorus Siculus, Bibl. Hist. XI. 48. 2, XI. 59. 4 (= Messina), XI. 66. 1 (= Messina), Diogenes Laertius Vit. 

IX. 18. 5. It is usually explained as from za¢gklh, za¢gklon ‘sickle’, ‘scythe’ (= form of the bay) in ancient 

sources30. ‘Sickle’ words from the same base are found in Nicander, Alexipharmaca 180-182, Nicander, 

Fragm. XXIX (Lehrs 1862: 162), Callimachus, AETIA Fragm. 43. An explanation is attempted in Stephanus 

Byzantinus and original use of the term is attributed to Hecatæus as confirmation of the word’s antiquity31. In 

Hesychius we find the variants Z. 7 Za¢gklh: dre¢panon, Z. 25 za¢iklon: dre¢panon, D.6 da¢gk<o>lon:  

dre¢panon. Frisk (GEW I. 606: za¢gklh -on, za¢gklion) gives the word as a Sicilian Greek dialectal 

variant with za- for da-, deriving from the da¢gklon base, a non-Hellenic outcome, which may be 

compared with Lat. falx, both supposing an Indo-European theme with initial dh-.  

That there was ‘Ligurian’ mediation in the spread of this lexeme, as Niedermann once suggested, an 

hypothesis reported by Frisk and others, does not seem pertinent. The real question is the plausibility of an 

                                                                                                                                                                  
25 E.g. in CGL 2. 70, 18; 2 349, 48; 4. 341, 3. 
26 Viz. “il est possible que le rapprochement avec falx soit une étymologie populaire”. 
27 “... falculas uiniaticas XL, falculas rustiarias X”: in other words, pruning secateurs are intended. 
28 He states: “FALCO ist zuerst ums jahr 400 bei Servius, dem Vergilkommentator, belegt4 [here note 4 refers that Firmicus 
Maternus’ falco is part of a late interpolation]. Es gehört zum adj. FALCO, das in einer glosse definiert wird: falcones: qui pollices 
pedum intro curvos habent. Der vogel ist also nach seinen gekrümmten krallen benannt worden. Dieses adj. FALCO ist ablt. von 
FALX ‘Sichel’.” 
29 The inhabitants are called Zagklai¤oi in Herodotus, Histories VI. 23. 6, VI. 24. 1, so the term is well represented in historical 
sources. 
30 Herodotus, Histories VII. 164. 1-2 , Thucidydes VI. iv. 5, Strabo, Geography VI. 2. 3, comments in Herodianus, De prosodia 
catholica 158 in Greek Grammarians 3, 1. 158, 12-13: “Za¢gkloº o¥ ghgenh¢º, a¦f’ ouÂ  ÀUbla po¢liº ²ikeli¢aº”, also 3, 1. 317-
318. 
31 As in Ethnica 293, 7-13 “Za¢gklhn, po¢lij Sikeli¢aj. ¥Ekatai¤oj Eu¦rw¢p$. “oi¥ me£n a¦po£ Za¢gklou tou¤ ghgenou¤j hÄ a¦po£ 
krh¢nhj Za¢gklhj, oi¥ de£ dia£ to£ e¦kei¤ Kro¢non to£ dre¢panon a¦pokru¢yai ...... Ni¢kandroj e¦n t%¤ h /Sikeli¢aj “ ......”. to£ ga£r 
dre¢panon oi¥ Sikeloi£ za¢gklon kalou¤si.” 



Indo-European origin in IEW 247 *dhelg- or *dhelgh- ‘prick; needle’, as Pokorny asserted32. This latter term 

seems rare as well as late, cf. De Synonymis Ciceronis in the 6th century AD: “Gladium ensem telum 

mucronem sica<t> daculum”33, with probable Romance outcomes OFr. dail34 < OProv. dalh, Catalan dall > 

Sp. dalle, as in DCEC 2. 421 DALLE < dăcŭlum “del latín tardío, de origen desconocido”. Given that both 

Francian and Provençal merge V Lat. -cl- (> -gl-) and -lgi-, a Celto-Ligurian base form *dalklon might have 

been Latinised, after a dissimilatory elimination of the first lateral, as *dăclum > dăcŭlum. If this is the case, 

comparisons may be made not only with Balto-Slav and rare O Irish verbs, as in DCEC ad loc35., but, more 

importantly, with the usual Celtic outcomes of the Indo-European base dhelg<h>- (IEW I. 247). This 

possibility was not seen in Ancilotti 2001: 120, who, though accepting Peruzzi 1978’s conclusions on an 

original four-vowel scheme /i ≈ e ≈ u ≈ a/ operative in first contacts between Greeks and (Palaeo-)Italic-

speaking groups36, with absence of an opposition of the /o ≈ a/ type, as in historical Oscan37, seems surprised 

at the lack of correspondence between Lat. ‘a’ and postulated ‘o’, hypothesised on the basis of Baltic 

outcomes38. Admitting the Ablaut variant dholg- (: *dhelg-) with final -g- instead of -gh- , as suggested 

tentatively by Pokorny himself (IEW 247), together with the variant showing zero-vocalism *dhlg-, and 

considering not only Baltic but also Celtic outcomes, the picture changes. An initial form *dholg(i)-s would 

give a Palaeo-Italic nominative falx which, with its voiceless final as the natural product of assimilation to 

voiceless /s/, could have influenced oblique forms of the type *falgem etc. to produce falcem, while the 

agentive *dholg-tleH- would first give *falclā, which in turn either develops into fancla by dissimilation or, 

with typical Latin epenthesis, into falcŭla, both attested forms which correspond morphologically to the 

Gaulish Latin dăcŭlum. ‘Claw’ (falcula), whence ‘scythe’ (falx, fancla etc.) and the intermediate ‘sharp-

clawed bird of prey’ term (falco), seems thus to come from a more primitive ‘prick’ or ‘thorn’ base. The 

systematic historical relations within this apparently well-knit lexical-semantic family now brought to the 

fore by a study of folk taxonomy will, of course, require further elaboration. 
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